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Concluded the Season with Both Two Cars Finish after a Long Time
Hitotsuyama Racing participated in the Super GT Round 8 “MOTEGI GT 250KM RACE”, the season’s finale, held at Twin 

Ring Motegi on October 27-28th. #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS finished 9th in the difficult condition to get points in two 

consecutive rounds. #77 investors Audi R8 LMS also showed the strong drive until the end even it was involved in 

the accident and concluded the season’s finale with both cars finish the race after a while.

Race Report Super GT 2012 Series
Round-8 / Twin Ring Motegi



#21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS Akihiro Tsuzuki / Richard Lyons
In the last race at Autopolis, #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS finished 6th, the seasonal best, with a furious chase of Richard Lyons. 
However, Twin Ring Motegi, the venue to host the season’s finale, has the characteristic of Stop-and-Go. For Audi R8 LMS, 
which is a cornering machine, this circuit is said to be the worst-suited in the season, so we expected to struggle.The official 
practice session started under the beautiful autumn weather. At first Richard performed the check of each part of the 
machine and the setting. As expected, the session went on from the early stage with Porsche and Aston Martin, given the 
favorable conditions in the current BOP, going smoothly. Richard focused on the setup for the race and changed to Akihiro 
Tsuzuki early. Tsuzuki was also satisfied with Richard’s setup, and finished the official practice session with the lap time of 
1’51”936, the 12th time in the class.Official qualifying was held in the knockdown system. Depending on the results of this 
qualifying, we might have to use the same tires for the start of the race, so Richard, in charge of Q1, tried to save the tires by 
passing the Q1 with the minimal time attack, based on the reflection of the past. While rivals went onto the track to start the 
time attack, Richard stayed in the pit and looked for the timing to enter the track. When the line of rivals ended, Richard 
entered the track and had the time attack on the 2nd and 3rd laps and recorded the time of 1’51”004.At this moment, the 
position was the 8th in the class and it seemed that the time could secure us to proceed to Q2, so the team manager Oniki 
brought Richard back to the pit and waited for Q1 to end. After that, no rivals had recorded the better times than Richard’s, 
so Richard of #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS finished Q1 with the 8th position in the class and handed the car to Tsuzuki who was 
in charge of Q2.The team, having expected to be on the verge of breaking through Q2 with the potential of the machine, 
decided to have the same strategy as Q1 not to use the tires more than necessary and sent Tsuzuki out to the track. Tsuzuki 
found the timing and had the time attack on the third lap. He recorded the time of 1’52”182 and ranked 10th in the class. 
We could have one more lap of time attack, but the team manager Oniki decided to bring Tsuzuki back to the pit as sched-
uled in the strategy. After that, the rivals recorded better times than us as expected, so the position of Tsuzuki went down to 
the 12th and this decided that we would start the race from the 12th position in the class.

#77 investors Audi R8 LMS Kenji Kobayashi / Igor Sushko
This time, the drivers for #77 investors Audi R8 LMS changed to the combination of Kenji Kobayashi and Igor Sushko to go 
for the race. Kenji Kobayashi joined the team as the third driver at the second round in Fuji, and he also took the steering 
wheel of #30 IWASAKI MODA croco apr R8 at the fifth round in Suzuka. From this race, we decided to have him back to 
Hitotsuyama Racing. In addition, Igor Sushko has come back to Super GT since 2010, but he has been participating in 
Porsche Carrera Cup Japan for the full season this year, so he has already proven his ability.At the official practice session, 
Kobayashi did the machine and tire checking at first, then he did the setup for the race after that. Kobayashi tried to set up 
the car so that Igor, who would be taking the steering wheel of Audi R8 LMS for the first time, could handle the car easily, 
and proceeded with the work carefully together with the engineer. In the mid-session, the drivers changed from Kobayashi to 
Igor. The team’s mandatory requirement was to finish the race, so Igor as well as Kobayashi continued making laps with the 
careful driving with the car for the first time. Igor, given 20 laps of driving, had enough adaptability to record the best lap 
time on the final lap with some margin left. The result was 23rd in the class, but, for the team that could not have any results 
for the past few races due to the accidents, finishing the session without any problems encouraged the team more than 
anything else.For the qualifying session to follow, Kobayashi was in charge of Q1 time attack. For Kobayashi, it was his first 
time to do the qualifying time attack of Super GT, and there were a few elements to worry about such as a point of the 
timing where he should go for the time attack, but he entered the track anyway. He started the attack for 3 laps in a row 
from the third lap. He got better times steadily on the third and fourth laps, and he was expected to get the better time on 
the fifth lap, the final lap for the attack. However, he was blocked by the rivals who were going back to the pits after finishing 
their time attack, so he could not have the better time unfortunately and finished Q1 with the time of 1’55”887, the 21st 
position in the class.

P1 #33 HANKOOK PORSHCE  Masami Kageyama / Tomonobu Fujii
P2 #911 Endless TAISAN 911  Kyosuke Mineo / Naoki Ykomizo
P3 #87 JLOC Lamborghini GT3  Koji Yamanishi / Hideki Yamauchi
P12 #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS  Akihiro Tsuzuki / Richard Lyons
P21 #77 investors Audi R8 LMS  Kenji Kobayashi / Igor Sushko

October 27th, Official Practice / Official Qualifying
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#21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS  Akihiro Tsuzuki / Richard Lyons
On the following race day, the circuit was covered with thick clouds from the morning and it seemed that it would soon start 
raining. Free practice session was conducted in the dry condition, but Richard of #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS complained of the 
power of the machine going down and worsening of the shift feeling and pitted. With Audi Sport Japan’s support, every 
possible measure has been done such as resetting the power, but we could not find the cause. Richard, going onto the track 
for the check, confirmed that the machine was restored and continued to drive. After that, Tsuzuki also took the steering 
wheel and confirmed that there was no problem with both engine power and the shift feeling and ended the session. 
However, we had retired from the races at the fourth round in Sugo and the sixth round in Fuji due to the symptoms of the 
engine power going down and the worsening of the shift feeling, so the team had a great anxiety for the race.The race was 
started with the safety car in the same as the previous round at Autopolis due to the fact that it started raining after the free 
practice. However, the 9th qualified #16 MUGEN CR-Z GT started with the extreme space between that and the car in front, 
so Richard got furious about this. He lamented on the radio that the long-awaited opportunity had been ruined. Taking a little 
too much time for passing the 11th-positioned #30 IWASAKI croco apr R8, Richard regained his own pace after passing that 
on Lap 5. After passing #43 ARTA Garaiya, which could not pace up, on the ninth lap, he went up to the ninth position by 
overtaking #11 GAINER DIXCEL R8 LMS, lagging behind by a single spin, on the 14th lap. On the following 17th lap, he 
passed #16 to become 8th. However, because #16 started with the great distance between that and the car in front at the 
start, the upper-positioned cars up to the 7th-positioned HANKOOK PORSCHE were engaged in a battle with 30 seconds far 
in front, so the situation became almost impossible for Richard to catch up with its own power. Richard seemed to make laps 
at a steady pace, but the change of the setup just before the start backfired and he was driving while being annoyed by the 
understeered-machine. Even under that circumstances he was making laps with the lap time comparable to the rivals, the 
team decided to extend the stint for Richard as long as possible and he came into the pit on Lap 34. In addition, the team 
took the strategy of changing no tires for the first time in this season and sent Tsuzuki back to the track in the short working 
time of approximately 20 seconds. At the point when all the cars finished the pit-in and the order got settled, Tsuzuki was in 
the 8th position in the class. Since the gap from the front was large, the team told Tsuzuki to keep the current position. 
However, the balance or the machine got worse due to not having changed the tires. He struggled with understreeing at the 
entry to the corners and oversteering at the exit and he could not make the better lap time as expected. From behind, #52 
GREEN TEC & LEON SLS, finishing the tire change, was approaching at the pace of more than 3 seconds faster, and passed 
us in the blink of an eye. At this point, Tsuzuki was positioned 9th. Since there was still enough difference from the 10th-
positioned #30 IWASAKI MODA croco apr R8 and the lap time was also close to that of Tsuzuki, the team told Tsuzuki of the 
situation and continued giving the instructions to him to keep driving carefully. At the end of the race, even though he 
dropped the pace, he brought the machine to the finish and completed the race in the 9th position. We had the difficult 
development of the race, but we could get points again followed by the previous round in Autopolis and finished the final 
race of the season.

#77 investors Audi R8 LMS  Kenji Kobayashi / Igor Sushko
Kenji Kobayashi was in charge of the start for #77 investors Audi R8 LMS. It was also his first time to be responsible in 
the start as well as the time attack in the qualifying yesterday. In the unfortunate rain condition, Kobayashi got passed 
by #66 triple a vantage GT3 and #14 Team SGC IS350 right after the start and went down to the tail end, but he started 
chasing #2 Evangelion RT Shogoki Apple Shiden with his natural careful driving. Kobayashi, having lost the time being 
involved with GT 500 cars at the round 2 in Fuji, grew significantly and kept driving at a steady pace from the start till 
the end. Kobayashi went up the position to the 20th in the class on Lap 16 thanks to the rivals dropping out. However, 
at the entry to the 90-degree corner on Lap 17th, #6 ENEOS SUSTINA SC430 of GT 500 hit #17 KEIHIN HSV-010. 
Kobayashi, having avoided outside of #17, unfortunately got hit strongly by #17 to the right rear of the machine and 
this caused two cars to spin. Kobayashi, being able to get out of the gravel well, waited for the following machines to 
pass and went back to the track somehow. 

October 28th, Race Day
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Mikio Hitotsuyama, Team Representative

About #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS
“The race was more difficult than I expected. Even though the circuit was demanding for Audi, I expected that we could 
finish 6th or 7th position. There was a machine that started the race with a lot of space between that and the top cars in 
front at the time of the safety car start, and this happened at the precedent race at Autopolis. It was so disappointing to 
lose the right to compete at this kind of point. Having said that, the team’s ability went up significantly in the last half of 
the season, and we should be satisfied with the result of top 10 finishes in two consecutive rounds considering the 
current BOP for Audi. I would like to thank those who have supported the team for one year, drivers and all the staff.”

About #77 investors Audi R8 LMS
“I was really depressed when the machine crashed at Suzuka and Autopolis. I considered the withdrawal from the series 
during the season, but a lot of people have been working on this machine and the sponsors have also supported us. We 
had the final round in that situation, so I am grateful to Mr. Kobayashi and Igor who have finished the race. When I saw 
the scene on the monitor that Kobayashi stopped by being hit by another car during the race, I was at a loss for words, 
but luckily the part that was hit was not so critical and the car could continue to drive. The driver thought the car was 
badly crushed and hurried back to the pit, though. I was really relieved that the car could finish the race.”
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Of�cial Facebook page of Hitotsuyama Racing.
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Hitotsuyama-Racing/202417599846736

He brought the damaged machine to the pit. The members in the pit, watching the full details of the accident on the circuit 
monitor and having grasped the severity of the collision, were surrounded by the atmosphere of “again…” and the face of 
the team owner clouded. However, Kobayashi’s machine had only a few external damages when it came back to the pit, with 
slight damage to the wheel. After checking the drive-related area, the team finished the tire change, refueling and the driver 
change, and Igor entered the track. The comeback race to Super GT for the first time in two years was in the unfortunate 
condition and the race was expected to be a difficult one for Igor, but he kept driving steadily without making any big 
mistakes under such circumstances toward the required condition of finishing the race from the team. Toward the end of the 
race, #43 ARTA Garaiya retired from the race and Corvettes of #48 and #360 got collided, which made Igor go up to the 
18th position. He finished his stint of 30 laps firmly and brought the team the completion of the race after a long time.

P1 #911 Endless TAISAN 911  Kyosuke Mineo / Naoki Yokomizo
P2 #87 JLOC LamborghiniGT3  Koji Yamanishi / Hideki Yamauchi
P3 #88 Manepa Lamborghini GT  Manabu Orido / Takayuki Aoki
P9 #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS  Akihiro Tsuzuki / Richard Lyons
P18 #77 investors Audi R8 LMS  Kenji Kobayashi / Igor Sushko
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